Call: +32 2733 8332

BOOK YOUR
RETAIL 360® SCAN NOW

?

Why

info@futurelab.net

?

FUTURELAB is Europe’s leading CustomerCentricity Strategy Consultancy. With Retail
360® you are engaging a senior team of
customer-centricity experts, data wizards
and top-tier retail specialists.

Customer-Centricity

AND WHAT IS YOUR
INVESTMENT IN RETAIL 360®?

Critical Success Factor in retail?

Just get in touch, and we’ll give you a
no-obligation offer. We can also provide insights
to help you build a compelling business case for
improving customer experience.

Customer Experience
Retail 360®
Increase performance,
sales and profit across
all your points of sale.

www.futurelab.net

www.futurelab.net

Retail 360®

7 steps to improve in-store CX

Improve your Customer Experience store by store

Retail is in revolution

Can you identify which area needs
to improve first and manage this
according to available resources?
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Identify the
objective

Plan and
align project

Check POS
CX

Actionable
insights

Implement
improvements

Evaluate and
maximize CX

Reinvent the
experience

1 IDENTIFY YOUR OBJECTIVE

5 IMPROVEMENTS AND CHANGES

Whether you still need to define CX standards,
create advocacy moments, fix weaknesses, align
POS experience across your chain or improve
resource allocation: let’s be clear what you want to
achieve and by when.

Now it’s your turn! Once we’ve highlighted key
areas for improvement, you need to implement
them on a store-by-store basis. This should be done
in way that is both measurable and remarkable to
customers.
We can help you do whatever it takes to get these
programmes up and running.

We capture CX in each of your stores from
multiple angles: face-to-face customer interviews,
employees, shop owners, mystery shopping, store
audits and brand loyalty scores (NPS).

4 ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

Test your POS survival fitness:

Do you know what customers
actually experience in each store?
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3 CHECK POS CX

Retail 360® delivers the insights you need to make each store experience positive,
memorable and profitable.

Do your shop managers know
what advocacy moments look like
and are your staff willing and able
to deliver them?
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Planning without action is pointless. It is crucial
to scope, phase and align the store CX project
according to available resources: people, process,
and budget – only then can you make change. Don’t
let your store insights disappear into someone’s
drawer at HQ.

But to thrive, you have to improve customer experience; measure and manage it store
by store by store.

Do you have clearly defined CX
standards?
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2 PLANNING AND ALIGNMENT

The growth of digital channels has massively inflated consumer expectations.
Your customers are now looking for a unique shopping experience across all your
channels. Their desire to shop anytime, anywhere is driving perceptions, behaviours
and technology adoption. While businesses struggle with silos, consumers continue
to defy them. Retailers are compelled to reinvent their physical storefronts just to
survive.

YES

1

NO

YES

NO

Do you know why some stores are
more successful than others and
how to learn from best practice?
Do you provide usable insights your
Sales/Retail Managers can act on
instantly?
Do you consistently improve store
experience in a way customers
notice?

If you answered NO to any of
these, Retail 360® can help>>>

To ensure store experience improves in a way
that is noticeable and relevant to customers, we
divide action planning into manageable portions.
We hold stakeholder workshops and provide an
online dashboard that allows key team members
to access information when they need it.

6 EVALUATE AND MAXIMIZE CX
Only what gets measured gets managed. Now
is the time to check and evaluate the efforts you
have taken. With an ongoing CX improvement
programme in place it becomes possible to make
the in-store experience remarkable and sustainable.

7 REINVENT THE IN-STORE EXPERIENCE
One swallow does not a summer make. Even
the best in-store experience only reflects today’s
reality. To truly be competitive, you need to
visualise the future and challenge orthodoxies
everywhere in your industry. Look out for trends,
establish a continuous innovation cycle and shape
the future of your stores.

5 ways you will immediately benefit from Retail 360®:
1.
2.
3.

>

Makes store-by-store insights simpler
and more readily accessible
Presents up-to-date, high quality data
at store level
Allows you to plan action in
manageable chunks

Get Retail 360® from

www.futurelab.net

4.
5.

Improves individual store experience
in a way customers notice
Provide usable insights your Sales/
Retail Managers can act on instantly

. Make your stores fit for the future.

